
Twice Upon A Time



Idea – “Twice Upon A Time” is a short Movement Film that explores
the struggles of a dancer and her upbringing since childhood.

Plot – The film will take you on a journey of this dancer, from her childhood 
days all the way to her adulthood indicating critical impacts that shaped
her life. This is a true story of a personal friend who’s a professional dancer 
and all the hardships she has gone through to get where she is now.



Music – The music piece that I chose for this particular Movement Film
is “Through the Valley – Shawn James”. It would be a piano
cover of the original song. The song signifies the pain a person 
has to go through to overcome obstacles in his/her life and 
that there is always something for you to fight for and in the end
be fulfilled. Be home. The piano cover would be coupled together
with other sounds created naturally by breathing and the snapping of
the fingers etc. 



Story Flow – The dance would depict everything she faced as a child                           
all the way to her adulthood. So the dance would start of showing the 
insecurities and lack of confidence she had since young to take up dance 
as she always looked down on. Next, it will transit into a her teenage days 
where she was raped several times. Through dance which she used as a 
form of an escape from reality, she started explore more genres and get 
better at it. Lastly, reaching near her adulthood she met with an accident 
that resulted in her losing her leg. She didn’t stop dancing after she got 
better, instead she thrived and never gave up on her passion. Now she’s a 
professional dancer in a niche genre of classical Indian dance, dancing in 
many stages in Singapore.



Choreography – The dance would be choreographed using 
sounds that the human body can make coupled with a 
piano cover of, Through the Valley – Shawn James. Sounds 
include breathing, snapping of the fingers and stomping of 
the legs to show more organic emotions to be more apt to 
this very personal storyline that’s being filmed.



Inspiration – Slack Jaw || Ellen Page & Emma Portner (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JMnidcDZLQ)

This is how my background/ setting is going to look like, a plain room (preferably all white/ grey) 
and nothing but the two dancers and a few props to further aid in telling the story through the 
dance. 

Elastic Heart || Sia feat. Shia Labeouf & Maddie Ziegler (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWZGAExj-es)

This is how my camera work/ movement is going to look like. The camera first starts of on a dolly 
and have a few close ups before the dance starts. The camera will move from static to handheld the
moment the dance starts. Close ups and Mid-Shots will be used to emphasise breathing and other key
elements that hinted thoroughly in the music piece.

Restricted body movement - AA School of Architecture (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-G2LXls0us)
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